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ABSTRACT
The globalization of the IC supply chain has brought forth the era
of fabless companies. Due to security issues during design and
fabrication processes, various security concerns have risen, ranging from IP piracy and reverse engineering to hardware Trojans.
Logic encryption has emerged as a mitigation against these threats.
However, no generic metrics for quantifying the security of logic encryption algorithms has been reported so far, making it impossible
to formally compare different approaches. In this paper, we propose a unifying metric, capturing the key security aspects of logic
encryption algorithms. The metric is evaluated on state-of-the-art
algorithms and benchmarks.
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• Security and privacy → Malicious design modifications;
Embedded systems security; Hardware reverse engineering;
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1

INTRODUCTION

With the increasing cost and competitiveness of establishing and
maintaining a semiconductor foundry, many Integrated Circuit (IC)
companies went fabless by outsourcing their design fabrication to
external off-site companies. This approach has reduced the overall
fabrication cost, but unfortunately, it acts as an enabler of potential security threats, such as Intellectual Property (IP) piracy [10],
reverse engineering [15], counterfeiting [20] and hardware Trojans [20]. These threats introduce tremendous revenue losses, e.g.,
only counterfeiting yields an annual loss of about $100 billion of
global revenue of legitimate electronics companies [9]. Moreover,
with the utilization of malicious IC modifications known as hardware Trojans, the possible damage to computer systems, automotive
electronics, military systems and even medical devices can be of
dramatic proportions [17]. As a reaction to the eminent threats, a
large amount of hardware security approaches has been proposed,
including watermarking [1], IC camouflaging [7] and logic encryption [4, 5, 14, 16, 18, 21] as well as dedicated attacks on logically
encrypted ICs [6, 12, 13, 24].
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Figure 1: Block Diagram of Logic Encryption: (a) Incorrect
Key and (b) Correct Key.
Logic encryption (also known as logic obfuscation) is a popular
method for protecting a design against IP piracy and hardware
Trojans. This method is based on the insertion of additional gates
into the design to mask the original functionality. The gates are
often referred to as key-gates, as they are connected to a set of keyinputs. If an incorrect key is set to the key-inputs, the IC produces
incorrect results (Figure 1a). Otherwise, if the correct activation key
is provided, the IC is unlocked and operates correctly (Figure 1b).
Logic encryption is usually done on a netlist (gate-level representation) before the design is sent to the untrusted foundry. Once
fabricated, the IC is returned back to the designer and activated by
insertion of the correct activation key. The key is stored in a tamperproof memory for protection. Even though a malicious attacker can
get access to the encrypted design in the foundry, it is not possible
to reverse engineer the functionality since the activation key is not
known [14]. Therefore, the design remains secure against IP piracy
and malicious modification.

2

RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION

Previous work on logic encryption algorithms and attacks has been
measured by very specific metrics [4, 5, 14, 18] or based on the
resilience against only one type of attack [6, 11, 13, 21]. The strong
logic obfuscation [4] is evaluated by the resilience against the path
sensitization attack. The key-interdependency algorithm [14] is
evaluated by using the dependency of key-gates, assuring high
output corruption. The rare values algorithm [18] measures the
achieved minimized number of low controllability signals, in order
to prevent hidden hardware Trojan insertion. The fault analysisbased encryption [5] measures the Hamming distance between the
correct and incorrect output for incorrect activation keys. Boolean
Satisfiability (SAT)-based attacks focus on the resilience against the
SAT attack as a measure of security [6, 13]. Dedicated SAT countermeasures use attack-specific measures, including the number
of iterations needed for a successful attack [11, 21]. A SAT-attackbased theory on logic encryption for understanding the design
space and trade-off between error rate and attack complexity has
been developed [25]. Similarly to our work, it identifies two goals
of logic encryption: functional locking and (structural) obfuscation.
Based on these aspects, a general encryption scheme is provided
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and evaluated. Contrary to our goals, the mentioned work does
not provide a unifying way of calculating security aspects of any
encryption algorithm and, therefore, cannot be used as a general
comparison measure.
Despite the great effort invested in defining new logic encryption
algorithms and attacks, it can be observed that there is very little
to no correlation between the existing security metrics. This makes
the analysis and comparison of different encryption approaches an
extremely challenging task.
In this paper, we propose a unifying logic encryption security
metric capable of covering all crucial security aspects. The proposed
metric consists of multiple security notions (referred to as dimensions), thereby enabling a clear security measure for any logic encryption technique. Each dimension is described in detail, together
with the means of calculation, yielding simple, understandable and
powerful comparison notions. The main contributions of this paper
are as follows: (i) proposal and detailed description of powerful and
extensible calculation approaches for each security dimension, (ii)
introduction to unexplored attack vectors on logic encryption and
(iii) feasibility evaluation on state-of-the-art encryption algorithms
and benchmarks. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
proposed unifying and generic logic encryption security metric.

3

LOGIC ENCRYPTION SECURITY METRICS

Security metrics play a key role in evaluating logic encryption
techniques by enabling judgment of the results and the actual algorithms. As a first step towards a unifying metric, we have to select
a set of design objectives covering the crucial security notions.

3.1

Metric Design Objectives

If a metric is general enough, it can be used as a criterion of comparing different encryption approaches. Therefore, in this work we
strive to define complete security metrics, defined as follows:
Definition 1. A complete logic encryption security metric
is a metric that is independent of all algorithmic encryption features
and universally applicable at any design level.
In our view, no complete hardware security metric has been
proposed so far, as all previous logic encryption metrics are highly
dependent on the actual algorithm and design level (e.g., register
transfer level or gate-level netlist).
The universal applicability requirement can be fulfilled if the
metric is computable on a technology independent representation
of the design, such as a technology independent netlist. Algorithmic
independence, however, is far more challenging. It implies quantifying security levels independent of the encryption approach. In
this work, we present a set of metrics fulfilling both requirements
by introducing multiple security dimensions through metric classification, as described in the following sections.

3.2

General Metric Classification

The attack difficulty depends on which resource assumptions are
valid. If the attacker has access to a design instance and an activated IC, the possibility of comparing input-output pairs can be
utilized. This comparison could result in finding the correct activation key through deterministic or heuristic approaches. We define
this difficulty of uncovering the activation key of a design, seen as
a black-box, as Functional Hardware Security (FHS), described in
Section 3.3.

Šišejković et al.
If an activated IC is not available, the attacker can try to analyze
the structure (topology) of the encrypted design. In this case, the
amount and distribution of key-gates represent the critical path
to unlocking the design. Therefore, we believe that the structurerelated security should be represented individually as Structural
Hardware Security (SHS), described in Section 3.4.
The basic concept behind each proposed metric in the following
sections is to calculate how near an encrypted design is to a theoretically perfectly secure IC. All metrics are scaled to values from 0
to 1, which can be translated to percentages from 0 to 100%.

3.3

Functional Hardware Security

In order to define the FHS metric for a particular design, we consider
the design under attack to be a closed system (black-box). All input
and key values of the design can be set and the output signals can
be observed. To cover possible attack vectors on a closed system,
we introduce two FHS dimensions: (i) the key-space size F HSks and
(ii) the deceptiveness and secrecy FHSds .
FHSks captures the difficulty of uncovering the activation key
when taking the size of the key-space into account. On the contrary,
FHSds captures the amount of information that is revealed through
the output behavior for incorrect keys.
Before describing both FHS dimensions in detail, we first set
the limits to what can be theoretically achieved in security by
introducing the definition of a perfectly secure design:
Definition 2. A perfectly secure design in terms of FHS is a
design that guarantees a sufficient lower bound key-space size (F HSks )
and achieves sufficient deceptiveness and secrecy with respect to its
keys (FHSds ).
We use this definition as a reference point in the discussions in
the following sections.
The Key-Space Size: FHSks . The key-space plays an important
role in hiding the correct activation key as the attacker can try to
uncover it through deterministic or heuristic approaches. The success of the attack depends on the minimum set of keys the attacker
is forced to run through in a brute-force manner, even if the best
heuristic approach and highest computational power is available.
Therefore, if a perfectly secure design is assumed (Definition 2),
the attacker would be forced to run through the whole key-space,
i.e., of size 2 |k | , where k is the activation key (vector of bits). If k
is sufficiently large, the probability of uncovering the key through
brute-force methods is negligible and should offer enough security
for a foreseeable amount of time. In a common design, the total
key-space depends not only on the key length itself, but also on
the way the actual key-gates are inserted into the design; yielding
the total search space to possibly be much less than 2 |k | . Therefore,
inspired by the definition of golden patterns [14], we propose to
use the golden factor, as a realistic notion of security in terms of
the first functional security dimension FHSks :
Definition 3. The golden factor (G f ) represents the currently
assured key length that implies a lower bound key-space size.
In other words, a calculated golden factor for a logically encrypted design ICe must indicate that the total number of keys an
f
attacker is forced to search through is FHSks = 2G . This keyspace size must be assured after all known key-space reductions
have been explored. One key-space reduction refers to any attack
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all cases, the attacks depend on the output behavior of the encrypted
design for incorrect activation keys.
The first sub-dimension of FHSds expresses the deceptiveness
of incorrect keys. Deceptiveness captures the number of correct
outputs for an incorrect key, thus measuring how misleading an
incorrect key is. We propose to measure deceptiveness through the
deceptiveness factor, defined as follows:
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Figure 2: (a) Example Circuit and (b) Circuit Encrypted With
Two Key-Gates.
that can rule out a part of the key-space. In order to capture these reductions, we introduce the definition of key-space decrease functions
as follows:
Definition 4. A key-space decrease function (f dc ) is a function returning a set of key-bit indexes uncovered by a selected attack.
In this sense, f dc takes the logically encrypted design ICe as
argument and returns the set of uncovered key-bits. Since the G f
value for a particular design can be updated with every new attack
that decreases the total key-space, G f can be expressed as follows:
G f (ICe ) = |k | − | f 1dc (ICe )∪, . . . , ∪fndc (ICe )|
= |k | −

n
Ø

fidc (ICe ) ,

i=1

where k is the activation key of length |k |. In the given definition,
Ð
the expression ni=1 fidc (ICe ) returns the length of the union of
all uncovered key-bit indexes.
We present the path sensitization attack as one example f dc .
The original circuit (Figure 2a) is encrypted by using the XOR and
XNOR key-gates KG0 and KG1, as shown in Figure 2b. The total
key length is |k | = 2. The output of key-gate KG0 is connected to
one input of gate G4. To sensitize the key-input KI 1 to output O1,
an attacker must apply a non-controlling value (1 for AND gate)
to the line s1. The line s1 can be set to 1 by applying the input
pattern 001xx. If the value of O1 is 0 for that pattern, then KI 1 = 0,
otherwise KI 1 = 1. With the path sensitization attack as one f dc ,
the G f for the circuit in Figure 2b changes to G f (ICe ) = 2 − 1 = 1.
Other attacks include the identification of sequentially connected
key-gates (known as runs of gates) [4] and ruling out incorrect keys
with a SAT attack [21], among others.
The G f expression is not just powerful and unambiguous, but
also extensible, since it can be calculated for any algorithmic approach; even for those that are yet to come. This extensibility assures a unique identification of the FHSks metric, since it can be
easily updated even if new attacks prove to lower the G f for a given
design. Additionally, one can note that G f must be 0 ≤ G f ≤ |k |,
indicating that the highest value of FHSks is achieved if G f equals
the total key length |k |. This is the case if no known attack is able
Ð
to reduce the key-space size, i.e., if ni=1 fidc (ICe ) = 0.
Deceptiveness and Secrecy: FHSds . The FHSds metric is twofold
and must contain both the deceptiveness and the secrecy notion,
in order to prevent heuristic convergence towards the correct key.
A convergence can be achieved through, e.g., utilizing a SAT-based
attack [6, 13] or a simple Hill-climbing attack [19], among others. In

Definition 5. The deceptiveness factor (D f ) measures the
level of deceptiveness of a logically encrypted design through the
output behavior for incorrect keys.
In a perfectly secure design (Definition 2), the output for incorrect keys should be irreversibly deceptive (misleading) to a sufficient
extent, thus leading the attacker to make false conclusions in the
search process. The highest value of D f is achieved if the output o®ki
for a selected incorrect key k matches the correct output o®ci for all
inputs i, except for one [6], where c is the activation key. The output
set O kd = {®
oki ∈ O | o®ki ≡ o®ci } can be defined as the set containing
all matching outputs for a selected incorrect key k and all inputs i
from the input set I . In this definition, each vector represents an
array of bits. Therefore, we propose to measure the deceptiveness
factor D f , for one incorrect key k and an input set I , as follows:
|O kd |
Df =
.
|I | − 1
f

For a set of incorrect keys Kinc , the average over all D i is taken,
where 1 ≤ i ≤ |Kinc |. The resulting D f is between 0 and 1, with a
higher value indicating higher deceptiveness.
As an example, we calculate D f for the circuit in Figure 2. Let us
assume we randomly selected the key k = [0, 0], i.e., KI 1 = 0 and
KI 2 = 0. We run a simulation of both the original and the encrypted
circuit for a set of inputs I . Since the input space is small (five bits),
we select all input combinations, i.e., |I | = 32. For each input i ∈ I ,
we compare the outputs of both circuits. If the outputs match, we
d . Finally, the resultant set size is |O d | = 28,
add it to the set O [00]
[00]
f

yielding the deceptiveness factor D [00] ≃ 0.9. This implies that the
selected key results in a correct output for around 90% of inputs.
Another equally important aspect of encrypted ICs is the corruption rate (factor) for incorrect keys, i.e.,:
C f = Probability [ICe (i, k) , ICo (i)],
i ∈I ,k ∈K

where ICe is the encrypted and ICo the original circuit [6]. The
more the output is corrupted, the harder it is to understand the
encrypted behavior. Even though the corruption rate could be added
as one additional dimension, in terms of our proposed metrics, this
is not necessary. In fact, the corruption rate is simply C f = 1 − D f .
One can notice that we formed Definition 2 partially based on
deceptiveness and not corruption. This is, in fact, a matter of choice.
Since D f and C f are opposing measures, the desired security goal
depends on the assumed attacks. Furthermore, Definition 2 relies
on sufficient deceptiveness, thereby implying that an encryption
with a maximum possible deceptiveness or corruption might not
be the most secure one. As discussed in the evaluation section,
these two aspects represent a breaking point in the design of secure
encryption algorithms.
The second sub-dimension of FHSds expresses the secrecy of an
encrypted design through the notion of revealed information for
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Figure 4: Structural Complexity Change (SHScc ) Calculation
Example.
Figure 3: Secrecy Factor (S f ) Calculation Example.
incorrect keys. By adapting Claude Shannon's definition of perfect
secrecy [22], we express secrecy in the context of logic encryption
as follows:
Definition 6. Secrecy of a logically encrypted design is achieved
if for any two selected keys k 1, k 2 ∈ K and all outputs o ∈ O:
Probability[ICe (i, k 1 ) = o] = Probability[ICe (i, k 2 ) = o],
where i is randomly chosen from the input space I .
In other words, for any two selected keys and a randomly selected
input, the probability that ICe generates the output o based on the
provided input i is equal for each of the selected keys. This means
that even if we know the output for a selected input without being
provided the correct keys, we are not able to distinguish which key
will imply which output. In terms of implementation, maximum
secrecy is achieved if ∀k ∈ Kinc and ∀i ∈ I the output generated by
ICe (i, k) is either randomly chosen from the output space or equals
a randomly chosen constant value. We propose to measure secrecy
through the secrecy factor, defined as follows:
Definition 7. The secrecy factor (S f ) measures the level of
secrecy of a logically encrypted design through the output behavior
for incorrect keys.
In order to take both the random and the constant output notion
into account, we propose a simple S f calculation approach based
on a frequency histogram. As an example, let us calculate S f for
the selected key-bit values KI 1 = 0 and KI 2 = 0 for the circuit in
Figure 2b. First, the encrypted IC is simulated for a random set of
inputs and the selected key. All outputs are stored in the form of
a frequency histogram Hm , as shown in Figure 3. The histogram
captures the percentage occurrence of each output. Considering
Hm , maximum secrecy is achieved if each output has the same
occurrence probability, i.e., percentage of occurrence, for any incorrect key. If this holds, nothing can be learned about the keys
from the outputs. In order to measure S f , the extracted (v®ex t ) and
optimal (v®opt ) feature vectors are calculated. v®ex t stores the actual
occurrence percentages, while v®opt represents the optimal case in
which all outputs are equally likely. Finally, the S f is calculated
as the Euclidean distance between v®ex t and v®opt , scaled to the
maximal distance vector v®max . This results in S f = 0.75, meaning
that the example secrecy is only 25% away from being optimal.

3.4

Structural Hardware Security

The structural hardware security metric SHS focuses on the difficulty of understanding a design based on its topology. The more
the internal elements form groups that can be matched and understood by humans or a dedicated tool, the higher the chance for the

attacker to uncover the original functionality out of the recognized
structures. Moreover, the level of corruption of the original topology depends on two factors: (i) the amount of added key-gates and
(ii) the distribution of key-gates. We express these SHS aspects in
the form of two dimensions: (i) the structural complexity change and
(ii) the structural key entropy. For further analysis, we introduce the
definition of a perfectly secure design in terms of SHS:
Definition 8. A perfectly secure design in terms of SHS is
a design which implies a maximal structural complexity change
(SHScc ) and a maximal structural key entropy (SHS en ).
Both SHS dimensions are described in the following sections.
The Structural Complexity Change: SHScc . The inherent structural complexity of a design holds no critical security information,
since it is not designed to express security features. For measuring
the structural security in terms of design complexity, we introduce
the structural complexity change as follows:
Definition 9. The structural complexity change (SHScc ) represents the structural complexity difference between the original and
the logically encrypted circuit.
The change in complexity is what gives critical information in
terms of structural security. In order to define a measure of SHScc ,
we first consider the complexity change in a perfectly secure design
in terms of SHS (Definition 8). Every combinational IC can be
represented as a technology independent netlist and, therefore,
as a multi-level logic network composed of two-input ANDs and
inverters, called And-Inverter Graph (AIG). This graph offers an
efficient representation and a good correlation with the expected
design size. Based on this property, a maximal complexity change,
i.e., structural corruption, is achieved if each node (internal gate)
in the initial graph is directly covered by at least one key-node
(key-gate). This implies that each gate output is affected by at least
one key-gate. To mirror this notion in terms of structural hardware
security, we propose the following expression:
|K |
SHScc = Í
,
|G|
i=0 FanOut(G i )
where K is the set of key-gates and G the set of non-key gates.
FanOut(G i ) returns the fan-out of a particular gate G i . Naturally,
the given definition can result in values larger than 1 if ,e.g., each
output of every non-key-gate is covered with more than one keygate. Even though this would imply an unlikely area overhead of
more than 100%, we decide not to limit the expression to a maximum
value of 1. This decision is based on the impossibility of predicting the upper bound of a desired encryption overhead. For now,
we assume that any SHScc ≥ 1 can be considered as a maximal
complexity change.
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Figure 5: Topological Sort-Based Key-Distribution Measure Function: (a) Less Optimal and (b) Optimal Distribution.
As an example, we present the graph in Figure 4, with the nodes
representing key-gates shown in red (KG0 and KG1). The total
number of key-gates is |K | = 2, while the total sum of fan-outs
Í|G |
of each gate of the original circuit is i=0 FanOut(G i ) = 10. The
fan-out represents potential places to insert key-gates. Therefore,
the primary inputs are also counted. For this configuration, the
complexity change is SHScc = 0.2. It can be observed that the
metric incorporates two notions: (i) the amount of key-gates added
into the design and (ii) the amount of affected original gate outputs;
yielding a value that directly correlates with the area increase due
to encryption.

extracted vector clearly indicates a less optimal key distribution, as
a larger portion of the topology is not corrupted (larger cluster of
gray nodes G0 to G5). The next step includes calculating the distance
to an optimal distribution of key-gates, e.g., v®opt = [2, 2, 2, 1]. The
final SHS en is the Euclidean distance between the extracted and
the optimal vector, scaled to the maximum possible distance. In this
example, one maximum distance vector is v®max = [7, 0, 0, 0], which
corresponds to all key-gates being focused towards the primary
outputs. Finally, the structural entropy is calculated as:

The Structural Key Entropy: SHS en . The second dimension of
SHS, the structural key entropy metric SHS en describes the structural uniformness implied through the spatial distribution of keygates in the design. As before, the inherent structural distribution
holds no security information, as it is not intended to imply security features. Therefore, SHS en must express how the key-gates are
distributed in the circuit, since this would cause a disruption of the
original structure; making it more difficult to unveil the original
functionality out of the topology. In addition, a more uniformly
distributed key-gate structure would cause the library binding to
fail in mapping to more optimized, but also more recognizable cells.
This implies that a more distributed key-structure would result in
a higher level of security, but naturally also a higher cost.
For measuring SHS en we need to be able to quantify the distribution level of the key-gates inside the design represented as a direct
acyclic graph (DAG). To enable a generic metric open to future
refinements, we describe the structural entropy by introducing a
key-distribution measure function defined as follows:

where de is the Euclidean distance of two vectors.
A better solution is provided in Figure 5b, with the key-gates
being G2, G5 and G8 (blue). This configuration offers one optimal
uniform distribution (SHS en = 1). The uniformness can be observed
through a larger number of smaller gate clusters of approximately
the same size (gray). As SHS en is scaled to the maximum distance
vector, it always yields a value from 0 to 1.
It is important to note that there is no explicit correlation between SHScc and SHS en . This can be observed through a simple
example. If SHScc = 1, approximately half of all gates of the design
are key-gates. This does not imply that the key-gates are distributed
uniformly. In fact, all key-gates might be spatially concentrated
,e.g., at the primary inputs or outputs without significantly corrupting the original design. On the contrary, SHS en = 1 can be
achieved with a single key-gate in the topological center of the
original design. This gate position would imply a maximal corruption, considering the available key-gates; yet resulting in a very
insignificant change in complexity. Therefore, it is necessary to
measure both dimensions in order to fully explore structural hardware security. This observation confirms the initial assumptions: a
secure design in terms of SHS should have a high number of added
key-gates (high SHScc ) that are well distributed in the design (high
SHS en ). Additionally, a correlation between functional and structural security aspects must not necessarily exist. For example, high
structural security does not imply security against attacks which
exploit the functional dimension of a design and vice versa.
The definition of SHS sheds light on a new area of attack possibilities concerning structural hardware design features.

Definition 10. A key-distribution measure function (f kd )
calculates the distribution uniformness level of the key-gates in an
encrypted design, yielding the result 0 ≤ f kd ≤ 1, where a higher
value indicates a distribution closer to an optimal uniform distribution.
Therefore, we define the structural entropy as SHS en = f kd .
Even though there is no unique solution for calculating f kd , we
offer a simple yet powerful implementation based on topological
sorting. Let us consider the examples shown in Figure 5. As this
is a theoretical example, the netlist is presented in the form of a
DAG with the actual key-inputs omitted. Each node represents one
gate. The idea of the approach is based on extracting the structural
position of the key-gates into a sequence of distance values. We
refer to these values as a distance vector. After the application of a
topological sort, the distance vector is extracted by measuring the
distances between each key-gate. Let us assume that the nodes G6,
G7 and G9 (red) in Figure 5a are added key-gates. For this key-gate
distribution, the distance vector is v®dst r = [6, 0, 1, 0], where each
element represents the distance to a neighbouring key-gate. The

SHS en =

3.5

de (v®opt , v®max ) − de (v®opt , v®dst r )
= 0.195,
de (v®opt , v®max )

The Unifying Property

Due to an ever growing amount of attacks, we offer a short discussion on capturing well-known attacks in terms of the proposed
metrics to strengthen the unifying property claim.
Removal Attacks: Recently, multiple SAT attack resilient encryption solutions such as Anti-SAT [21], AND-tree insertion (ATI) [8]
and SARLock [11] have been presented. The fundamental idea behind these countermeasures is to utilize point-functions through
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AND/OR/NAND/NOR trees to maximize the number of SAT attack
iterations. A point-function, denoted as P(i, k), outputs 1 when
i = k and 0 otherwise. This behavior assures the property that
trying to find k by querying i and observing the output, takes an
n
average of 22 queries [6]. Since the SAT attack relies on ruling
out incorrect keys through Distinguishing Input Patterns (DIPs), a
careful integration of point-functions can lead to the exponential
increase of DIPs required to execute the attack with respect to the
number of inputs to P. Unfortunately, the proposed integrations
of P leave structural traces behind that are vulnerable to removal
attacks. These attacks are able to locate the structure of P by applying a SAT-guided removal attack, a signal probability skew attack
or a sensitization-guided attack [12]. Upon location, the integrated
structures can be removed, leaving the encrypted IC unlocked.
In terms of the proposed metrics, each attack can be seen as one
key-space decrease function impacting FHSks . If the removal of P is
successful, the key-space is instantly reduced for the amount of keys
that has been embedded into the point-function. In case no other
encryption is applied, G f is reduced to 0. Additionally, the SAT
attack resilient algorithms create an impact on the deceptiveness
notion of the locked IC as point-functions are deceptive by design.
SAT-Based Attack on Cyclic Logic Encryption: Another remedy
against the SAT attack introduces feedback cycles into the IC with
the goal to create a SAT-unresolvable encryption [16]. This approach ensures that all the inserted cycles are irreducible and have
more than one way to open. Soon after, a SAT-Based attack on
cyclic logic encryption known as CycSAT [3] has been introduced.
This attack utilizes a SAT-based algorithm even when cycles are
present in the IC, rendering cyclic encryption broken.
As one flavor of SAT-based attacks, CycSAT can also be considered as a key-space decrease function. Upon a successful attack, the
key-space size is lowered for the amount of found keys.
Bypass Attack: Recently, the bypass attack [24] on SAT-resilient
encryption techniques has been introduced. This attack exploits vulnerabilities known to SAT-resilient solutions such as SARLock [11]
and AntiSAT [21]. In general, the SAT attack iteratively applies
DIPs to reveal the correct key by ruling out incorrect ones. Once
all DIPs for any wrong key are revealed, instead of continuing with
the search for the correct key, the adversary can alternatively try to
reverse the incorrect outputs. Based on this idea, the bypass attack
inserts a "bypass circuit" to monitor DIPs and reverse the output
back to the correct one, thereby nullifying the effect of wrong keys.
AppSAT Attack: An interesting attack is provided by AppSAT [6].
This SAT-based approach approximately unlocks an encrypted IC
by relaxing the exactness constraint of the logic decryption algorithm. Therefore, the attack returns an approximate key that assures
correct output behavior up to a preselected error threshold.
Both the bypass and AppSAT attack can be considered as keyspace decrease functions. However, one must take this claim with
caution. The bypass attack is able to unlock the IC with regards
to the correct input-output behavior, but it is not set to find the
correct set of keys. AppSAT returns an approximate key, meaning
that it might not really be to correct key for the complete input
set. In both cases, the final correct key might not be found, which
interferes with the assumption that having a correct key is the basis
for understanding and reverse engineering a given design. To fully
exploit the functional and structural properties of the locked IC for,
e.g., hardware Trojan insertion, we believe that the ownership of
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a correct key is crucial. Therefore, bypassing the inherent circuit
or approximating the functionality might not be the sole goal of
an adversary. However, depending on the success of the attack, a
partial to complete reduction of the key-space size is possible.
Another important observation is that currently the attacks are
only considering the FHSks dimension. So far, no attacks on the
structural properties of a design have been proposed (e.g., when no
activated IC is available), therefore it is difficult to see a correlation
between the attacks and the structural security metrics. In our view,
this is an expected observation. Even though the attacks tend to
remove integrated structures, the location process relies on the
analysis of the functionality of the circuit. Therefore, the attacks do
not tend to functionally understand the circuit out of its structure,
as captured by structural metrics.

4

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The goal of this section is to show the feasibility and applicability of
the proposed metrics in terms of a variety of encryption algorithms
and to mirror their security features in the different dimensions
under the preselected experimental setup.
Since a clear focus of the latest encryption algorithms on existing attacks can be observed, we chose to make an evaluation
of a selected set of algorithms before and after the occurrence
of the SAT-based attack [13]. Before the SAT attack, the focus of
encryption algorithms was not set on achieving, e.g., a deceiving
output behavior, but rather maximizing output corruption, minimizing low controllability signals and similar. Afterwards, the design
paradigm of encryption algorithms shifted towards implementing
SAT-resilient techniques, which are often far from achieving, e.g.,
high output corruption. Therefore, by separating the analysis we
offer a fairer comparison of the evaluated algorithms.

4.1

Experimental Setup

The proposed security dimensions were implemented using Python
and Icarus Verilog [23]. The maximum evaluation time of F HSks is
set to 10 hours for each IC. The tools provided online by [13] are
used for the evaluation of different f dc functions, including the
SAT, fault-analysis, partial break and hybrid attack, all described
in [13]. The total number of input-key pairs for the evaluation of
D f and S f is set to 106 , resulting in evaluation times from minutes
to a few hours. Both SHS dimensions are calculated within seconds.
For the feasibility analysis, a subset of the ISCAS’85 benchmarks
is selected. The benchmarks are shown in Table 1, with the total
number of Primary Inputs (PI), Primary Outputs (PO) and gates. All
experiments were run on an Intel i5-4460 CPU with 8GB of RAM.
We ran two types of evaluations for the pre-SAT algorithms: (i)
an average security analysis run on the selected set of benchmarks
(portfolio) and (ii) a specific security analysis run on one benchmark.
Table 1: Benchmark Circuits Used for Evaluation.
IC
c499
c432
c880
c1355
c1908
c2670
c3540
c5315
c7552

#PI
41
36
60
41
33
233
50
178
207

#PO #Gates
32
202
7
360
26
401
32
546
25
880
140 1193
22
1669
123 2307
108 3512
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F HSks
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
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0.1
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Figure 6: (a) Pre-SAT Average Comparison, (b) Pre-SAT Specific Comparison on One Benchmark, (c) Pre/Post-SAT Average
Comparison, (d) Pre/Post-SAT Average Comparison (Ignoring Random Insertion).
The post-SAT evaluations only include an average comparison since
all benchmarks remain secure without significant variations. Since
FHSds captures deceptiveness and secrecy, the results are presented
in five dimensions. We chose to focus on deceptiveness rather than
corruption, since the most effective attack applied (SAT) depends
on D f . Each dimension is scaled to values from 0 to 1. In addition,
FHSks values are scaled according to the maximum key-length.
For the algorithmic portfolio, we evaluated each encryption
algorithm on the set of all benchmarks from Table 1 with an average
encryption overhead of 25%.

4.2

Pre-SAT Attack Evaluations

For the pre-SAT evaluations, we chose the following encryption
algorithms: DAC’12 [4], IOLTS’14 [18] and TOC’13xor [5].
The average values for each security dimension are presented
in Figure 6a. It can be observed that all algorithms achieve high
secrecy S f and structural entropy SHS en values, but rather fail
at achieving a sufficient lower bound key-space size FHSks and
deceptiveness factor D f .
In terms of F HSks , the placement of XOR/XNOR gates done
by DAC’12 is more secure than the XOR insertion in TOC’13xor.
Both DAC’12 and TOC’13xor are more secure than IOLTS’14. This
conforms with two reasons: (i) DAC’12 has the goal of achieving
complex key-gate interference by insertion of gates on carefully
chosen positions, whereas TOC’13xor targets positions with the
highest fault impact, hence focusing on output corruption and (ii)
the insertion of AND, OR and MUX gates is generally less secure
than the insertion of XOR/XNOR gates, since XOR/XNOR gates
result in clauses that are harder to satisfy with the DPLL algorithm
used in SAT solvers [4]. In addition, the insertion done by IOLTS’14
focuses on minimizing low controllability signals to prevent hardware Trojan insertion, with no internal interference; therefore,
performing worst, as expected.
The deceptiveness factor D f of DAC’12 is higher than the one
calculated for TOC’13xor and IOLTS’14. Since the success of the
most effective applied SAT attack depends on deceptiveness, we
conclude that the deceptiveness value positively correlates with
the resilience against the SAT attack, which conforms with the
observations in [4, 6].
The secrecy factor S f of DAC’12 and TOC’13xor is at average
higher than the one of IOLTS’14. This is, in fact, also an expected
result. DAC’12 and TOC’13xor perform insertion of key-gates with
the goal of achieving a complex key-gate interference and utilizing

fault impacts, respectively. These strategies will most likely force
invalid keys to generate a corrupted and well distributed output.
The complexity change SHScc is around 0.2 for all algorithms.
This confirms the relation between SHScc and the encryption overhead of 25%. The structural key entropy of around 0.75 is also an
expected result, as SHS en is likely to be high for smaller circuits
with a high number of key-gates. It is important to mention that
a correlation between the structural and functional dimensions
might only be possible if dedicated attacks on structural hardware
properties are introduced, which has not been the case so far. The
portfolio based evaluation shows the capability of the metrics to
give a general security evaluation of selected encryption algorithms
and the possibility of a clear and fair comparison.
The second evaluation (Figure 6b) is focused on the selected
benchmark c5315 with 25% encryption overhead. We can see that
the results indicate the same security values as for the average
case. Only DAC’12 achieves an FHSks value of 0.9 meaning that
the key-space size could be lowered only by 10%, offering provable
security in terms of the preselected experimental setup.
The comparison to the average evaluation offers further insights.
Even though DAC’12 performs poorly at average against the SAT
attack, it seems to offer reasonable security when applied to c5315.
This suggests that the benchmark itself might be challenging for the
SAT attack due to structural or functional features, requiring a further analysis. Therefore, the specific evaluation enables a targeted
selection of encryption algorithms for a specific circuit.
All presented results conform with existing observations and
prove the capability of the metric model to clearly state each security dimension and offer a generic approach to compare encryption
algorithms and encrypted circuits.

4.3

Post-SAT Attack Evaluations

For the post-SAT evaluation, we chose the AntiSAT [21] approach
and the encrypted circuits provided online [2]. AntiSAT is based
on integrating a circuit block that causes the SAT attack to run
exponentially in terms of the key-size of the AntiSAT block. Since
AntiSAT is extremely deceptive (i.e. one output is wrong for each
wrong key), it is combined with random key-gate insertion to protect against random guessing.
Here we chose to compare the security of DAC’12 and AntiSAT,
since DAC’12 shows the best performance among the pre-SAT
algorithms. Let us first consider the average comparison on the
selected portfolio (Figure 6c). It can be clearly seen that AntiSAT
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achieves a key-space size security of FHSks = 0.89, outperforming
DAC’12 (F HSks = 0.19) by more than 368%, fulfilling the main goal
of AntiSAT. The average AntiSAT complexity change is SHScc =
0.34, indicating a 61.9% increase compared to DAC’12 (FHScc =
0.21). In terms of area, this is the price to pay for higher security.
Interestingly, the average AntiSAT structural key entropy is
slightly higher than the one of DAC’12. One might see this as
misleading, since the AntiSAT block is usually separated from the
original logic. However, in our case, AntiSAT is combined with
random key-gate insertion and we additionally flattened the netlist
before the analysis. We believe that this is a more realistic scenario:
an attacker would recreate a flat netlist through reverse engineering.
A point of concern in the results in Figure 6c is the low deceptiveness of AntiSAT. Even though AntiSAT is designed to generate
a deceptive output, this is an expected result due to two facts: (i)
AntiSAT cannot fully express this feature since random key-gate
insertion assures corruption of the outputs and (ii) the AntiSAT
block typically guards only a few output bits (in the case of our
benchmarks, only one bit!). To further strengthen these claims, we
present the average AntiSAT evaluation of the deceptiveness in
Figure 6d, considering only the output bits secured by the AntiSAT block. Now, the average deceptiveness factor D f is clearly
increased (D f = 0.55), explaining the success of AntiSAT against
the evaluated attacks. We need to point out that D f was measured
by setting other key-inputs to 0, since unfortunately the correct
keys are not provided online. Therefore, the measured outputs
might be influenced by the randomly inserted key-gates, meaning
that the actual deceptiveness is expected to be even higher. Still,
the calculated D f can be considered as a lower bound.
In both evaluations, S f seems to be high enough to assure security. Since no strong heuristic attacks based on secrecy exist, apart
from the weak Hill-climbing attack [19], we are currently not able
to further evaluate this dimension. However, the results indicate
that high secrecy can be achieved relatively simply. We believe this
is due to the high structural key entropy; well distributed key-gates
will most likely cause a balanced output behavior. However, more
evaluations are needed to validate this claim.

4.4

Evaluation Challenges

Out of the given evaluations, we can see a trend towards mitigating
the currently strongest SAT attacks. Therefore, pre-SAT algorithms
perform rather poorly when evaluated in the SAT context, but
assure a high corruption rate (low deceptiveness). This indicates
the current main challenge in designing encryption algorithms;
finding the right balance between output corruptibility and SATresilience, under acceptable overheads. Naturally, it is expected that
even stronger attacks will be proposed in the future. Even though
under the given attack assumptions we claim to be able to capture
each attack in our metrics, we are free to extend the capabilities of
the metrics without corrupting the existing dimensions.
One might also consider it a challenge to calculate many different attacks in order to get valuable metrics data, especially since
the amount of attacks is constantly growing. However, since many
attacks are clearly more dominant than others, if a thorough classification of exiting attacks is done, we are free to evaluate encrypted
ICs in terms of a preselected set of attacks. Therefore, we urge the
community to offer a prioritization of attacks on logic encryption.
Another important concern is the experimental setup used to evaluate metrics. If a common setup for evaluating different algorithms
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is not decided upon, it remains impossible to make a clear and
meaningful comparison between results from different sources. In
this work, we propose a simple setup based on existing evaluations.
However, finding a lower bound in terms of evaluation time and
needed iterations is part of future work.

5

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a novel approach for measuring logic
encryption security metrics, covering both the functional and the
structural properties of a logically encrypted design; offering a solution to a fundamental problem in hardware security. We presented
each security dimension in detail, together with simple and extensible calculation approaches. We evaluated the proposed metrics
on a set of state-of-the-art algorithms and benchmarks. With the
proposed metrics, we pave the way towards provably-secure logic
encryption algorithms and open new directions of logic encryption
attacks and algorithmic improvements.
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